		

3 Christmas Poems  (1)

There is such an undercurrent of sadness
to this season
All we cannot speak of 
the fragile hold we have
another year's passing away
and it seems that though we know
all the mad turning feels compelled
hardly anyone seems to pause
even if they want to 
so that unless we go into a trance of some kind
we feel the pull that goes on
people gorge themselves on what they don't need
and the hypocrisy feels sharper the more need
is paraded before our full table

I dreamed the curse was broken  suddenly
and all the adrenaline loaded
their arms draped with gifts
halted in mid-breath and in mid step
and began dressing and feeding
by hand  the tired  listless  hopeless person at
their feet  
bathing them in tears
running well manicured  soft creamy hands
across the sore and swollen body
touch the puffy face
in the freezing weather
leave their fur around the shoulders of someone sleeping
in a sitting up position

doesn't it make you cold to think?
why do we hide our light?
sometimes we feel outnumbered just trying to breathe
sometimes my family seems so far from me



This morning I felt your pain
and I couldn’t go back to sleep 
you were there in the room with me
lost and shaking
There is nothing I would not give
if it would ease your pain

In the dim light I held you
and was taken also by fear
by the feeling of being alone
holding back thoughts that turn on themselves
all the fair islands of relief  drawing away
the weary stop  and horror at watching
hands that have lost the strength to grip
moving farther from being able to hold, to trust

passing scenes shriek their joyful hysteria
successes, fullness and warmth
register bitter, antagonistic jabs
reminder in cold, clay terms
tangible, compelling

loud and heavy sounds shake the room
fantasies whirl - tear the blinds and move the pictures on the walls
“… don’t… don’t”  I whisper
try to ease the risen fury
the strength of wanting contact splits the wall
and runs down the street  seeking release
I gather you up in my arms
push back sweat matted hair
and cover your cheeks and ears with kisses



How can I ask you to stay
when you’ve been leaving for so long now…
There are these two worlds
back to back, it seems
One is always leaving, always leaving
while the other is still, and remains
growing the past with it’s love and tears



I’m afraid these poems are poor, poor as the moon’s borrowed light
Sad, mysterious and sad
Without this luminous world I’m empty and cold
and so I pray you’ll hear through to the love that I speak of
that somewhere else, tonight, sets this world on fire



Some may tell you  that love
is only this ecstasy, this union
wanting, and completing the circle of our desire
All this wonder, bring us to life
losing ourself, and finding our own self  in every place
They say that love  is this caress
and seeking again our timeless form
and I say to this Yes!, Yes!  Love is all they say
I would only speak to add
how love reaches out of this joy
moves in this life we lead
and reveals yet more of its character

We know the pleasures of meeting
soft fingertips  hands held tight in the evening
this love breathes all through our day
and at the sight of those who despair
knows the heart of the beloved one is there
We take them in
and speak with our hands touching to their faces
We give them from this tree we have found
that is full, and wanting
A life continues

This love is one

Even if we could leave this place
and the ones who need us
a lover would not think to do so
Our caring keeps us steady
where there is so much reaching
and all the fear-movement
and all the covering over of this heart

We have long since been wedded

The joy that has reached us
has fashioned  as with two hands
a depth with which to hold
this grace
and also to know the pain that walks
throughout our lives  not knowing where or when to turn
pushed on  desperate  trying many locked doors
seeking solace  and release (oh!)

In being born to love  we can hear
the nearest sound and 
the farthest sound
All that is celestial, sacred and pure
in every stone
each movement of the body
and each day's beginning
and we can also hear
the unknowing struggle going on all around us
and all the cost that comes from senses thick and
ignorant  unfeeling and unborn

Compassion stirs  and we are not alone in this
To love is our deepest soothing pleasure
and also feeling the pain of those who suffer
Sometimes we move anxious, turning
and at other times this quiet comes, a stillness
all dedicated to finding a way to be of use
This depth gives us the strength to work
without hesitation
We become all a part of this courage
to find a way into this life, again and again

We meet each chance we have
with our whole spirit beneath
the one that brought the lush fertile forest
All this sublime knowing has a use  a purpose
to restore this life again
to re-create its own nature
Love is what we draw from
to live the very life of love

What is life giving needs to touch
in all the places that move tense, anxious, confused
These two ways of spirit mingle
like two hands reaching for each other
like the fingers of their hands entwined
The power and sight that wells
goes out
looking for a love
to give all these treasures that reshape
a sometimes graceless world  that can turn 
to all sharp edges, hurting
For this love, we would leave our home
It is the richness and also the reason
we would give away everything that we have

This love walks, promenades
through parks at day
with a sorrowing, anguished companion alongside
Arm in arm they walk
slowly they go, with ease
and with much gentle grace in their step
They speak as the sun moves overhead
telling tales of ways to love again

In the evening, this intimacy reaches
to all the places  the touch of this birthing light
is needed most
May we speak of joy?, of ecstasy now?, Yes?
To see even one move, if only the slightest 
fraction of a degree toward release
when for so long their natural movement
has been frozen, unable to become any other way
or to see one driven for so long, driven
to know for oneself what this is
and to trigger a freedom
from a whirling cycle  that sweeps away
any sense of control
this pleasure matches every divine kiss
and I know the embrace of love again, fully
when I myself am love

As love is to me, and has been to me
in this way I am learning to give

The same movement that brings us to birth
brings us to reach for the birth again
in the lives of all others we see in the world

and so we can speak the full name of our love
in fact we can allow nothing less

We go on to love, living this life through
and faithful

It is always this way when we finish a sentence
like love finding what was sought
closure and rest
but at such times, another sense entirely, opens
We can feel this completion
also
this beginning






                                Evening Prayer


Tonight
may all our women be protected
may every child be safe from harm
may those who are about to hurt themselves, or others
be kept back from doing so
May those who have been forgotten be received
may the fearful be comforted, may the lonely be soothed
may those who are without rest be calmed
may the hungry be fed, the cold given warmth
may those who are sick be relieved of their pain
and tonight, may researchers find cures
for every type of illness
may those men, women, and youth who are trapped by addiction
be released
In the  world tonight, may greed lessen, 
may animosity, from its root, cease
and tonight may every veil of ignorance
be completely seen through
may those who are searching for light, 
for peace and fulfillment
be amply rewarded
may this whole planet awaken with joyful music, 
a celebratory knowing of all the love that we have!




A mother crying on her son's grave
beating her knees and the grass with her fists
my grief is like this
when seeing what brings life  I cannot turn
the force of so many years is too heavy a weight to move
Seeing what is only destructive, my knowing is shallow
and I rail and curse  
these rags are ringing wet  my face is swollen
everything that is born and dies in this moment is under what I can see
the paths I will follow I know
they are felt in the heaving of my chest
they are sensed in the shaking of my limbs




A woman died in labor
and left her man to grieve
the child's life's uncertain
and all the worlds so filled with hope
are falling around him
dreams twist in spirals at his feet
he looks to see what might yet be
his heart, his home ruined
devastation follows so quickly  a great anticipation
All the substance of his hope  reels senseless, chaotic
Her voice is lost amidst all this 
it is calling and his ears and his body
flame to hear her,  he loses the thread
the one that holds his body together
Maddening weight  pressing down in 
such inane, barren tones
poor, poor sounds 
anger, loss, great great loss 
Here is a way I can birth you, my love
I need you  I need to see you walk again
breathe again  speak again  I need to see you
touch again  smile again
Here is a way I can birth you again from my own heart
from my own body  from my strength
This love  it holds the secret
you will live  and I will see you plain
as our first days together
In every touch  in every word, every feeling  you will live
I will carry you into this world my love, 
my dear sweet one, my love, my precious child




to go out into the unknown
ahead
with senses sharp, listening
All this is transmitted over long generations
The quiet, isolated sense  
moving forward, keeping watchful
communicating what is seen
This has been the role of all my fathers
this lives in me
As I pass from these settings
into wilder, unfamiliar, sometimes dangerous places
with only a sense, looking, reaching ahead
that this is where my family will soon be
I care for you in this place where I am now
Although I am alone, away from where you are 
I leave the home, and the pull is great
and always my love has this certain weight of feeling
of clearly knowing my work for you




If you're hurting
I want to share your pain
instead of watching you slip
like a ship beneath the waves
If it's too hard
I want to help
instead of see you moving from feeling to non feeling
from life to non life
watching the best part of you 
go under
watching is like spears all through me
because I know where you are
and I know where you're going
you're going to that dark and numb feeling
that seductive comfort
it takes the best part of you  IT TAKES THE BEST PART OF YOU
I watch this mute scene  unable to speak
or you unable to hear
as you take all your pain out of my reach
and try to slip
like a ship  beneath the waves
Don't go Da, please don't go...




                A Dream to call the Angels

I was awake and all morning it was raining silver in my room.

Gradually everything I could see became translucent, visible still in outward structure, but also clear, showing the inside, like through a membrane.

The room’s light was stronger, in a soft and gentle way, than the early morning outside, and seem to come not from any one place, but to be arising evenly in myself and all that I saw.

The feelings began with a dream.

I was taking a test in an ordinary over bright classroom with other young people, and everyone had a copy of the test except me.  I opened my test booklet to find answers, on separate scraps of paper, to other tests.  I brought the booklet to the teacher, a woman with mid-length brown hair, and she brought me back to my seat and held up something with writing on it, telling me to copy the writing down.

At first I didn’t not understand, but then I came to realize that to copy this paper down constituted the whole of my test.  The paper at first just looked ordinary, then it changed into an ornate colored woodcut - with fancy writing and colored pictures.

It said something to this effect:

           ‘In the late Renaissance year of 17 ?     Father _____
             had  brought to him his charge, ______ so that he   
             could be nearer.

It ended with the line, 

            ‘The  tutorial is completed.’


At first I thought the young person brought to the priest was some kind of prisoner, and then I realized (beginning the feeling of angels) that the young man was his student and that it was a fortunate event for all involved that the young man was being moved in closer proximity to his teacher.

In reading this over, copying it and coming to the line,
‘The tutorial is completed’, this bright and beautiful feeling started to rise slowly, clearly felt throughout my whole being.  (I was awakened by this.)

It is an indescribable feeling of  peace and well-being, pleasurable, billowing at times towards intensely so, a clarity and presence that is palpable, fixed, steady.
The presence of these spirits, angels I can only call them, brought with them gifts in the form of opening me up to certain truths that I had not seen with such a complete clarity before.

It was like being in that soft and warming glow, all over feeling of well being, opened ways of seeing.

I felt something open and began to see the fortune, the wealth of this earth that I am surrounded with.  I count among these the elements of making music, of writing and learning.  I count among these the people I know and am made rich by knowing, my family, also the beauty and tenderness of people I don’t know as well.

I was able, am able still to see the treasure of being touched by beauty and how it waits, all this that is rich in possibility waits to be responded to with an open heart.  I feel I have seldom if ever appreciated my surroundings so much.  How fortunate I am!

Next, following right after this I began to see the wealth of ideas that have come through to me - I saw each of these ideas - expressed in friendship, poetry and philosophy, as if they were individuals, alive with their impulse and message, like people.

I had to ask as some point that I only be shown enough to keep my clarity.  I didn’t want to be overcome by the pleasurable feelings that were steadily growing.
I don’t know what loosened, but these presences are quite tangible, taking up all I can see and feel, outside, inside, healing…





Guardian

in this life
and the next
I will watch over you
care for you and protect you
At birth, at each initiation
at every danger  and in times of deepest despair
I will be there
At every significant joining
and with all that you care for
I will be there to offer this my strength
and this my love
In giving birth, and in struggle
in loss and in grieving times  when we can feel so alone
I will be with you, I will make my presence felt, you will know love, the embrace of beneficence
And at your time of transition,
when all is uncertain
I will be there to guide you  To watch
and to lend my encouragement
Through all the cycles
passages  of appearing and disappearing from this world
I will comfort  and add my life to your life
These worlds awaiting before us
there are whole worlds, also, within a touch
Let us go on together
Our faith making clear
all the ways of our love

